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Alan Shields 
 

The Raggedy Circumnavigation Series 
 
In 1985 Alan Shields collaborated with Kenneth Tyler, Steve Reeves, Tom Strianese, 
Rodney Konopaki, and Bob Cross, assisted by Marabeth Cohen, to make The 
Raggedy Circumnavigation Series, a group of seven print editions with circular 
formats. The artist designed a variety of special handmade papers for the series that 
were printed using unconventional printing elements and systems. 
 
Shields began by designing eighteen different kinds of paper, including ten varieties 
of lattice paper. Other kinds of paper were also developed: paper was vacuum-
molded and colored with six pulp mixtures applied through plastic grids; star-shaped 
paper was made by spraying kozo fiber from a pattern pistol through a stencil onto 
fabric, allowing it to dry, and peeling it off the fabric; and newly made mould-made 
papers were laminated with wet colored lattice papers. 
 
Shields designed and made fourteen printing elements; three screen stencils, one 
star-shaped woodblock, and ten assembled plates. He constructed these plates from 
laser-cut woodblocks, wood planks with drilled holes, aluminum strips, and various 
found objects, such as plastic and metal grids and metal washers. In this series, as in 
his earlier print series, Shields combined and manipulated different media-woodcut, 
screen printing, and relief printing-and he varied inking techniques. He applied 
different inks on separate parts of assembled plates, brought the parts together, and 
printed them. Shields and the printers also made ghost impressions-printing with ink 
remaining on printing elements after a run-and overprinted impressions, at times 
rotating papers 30, 60, or 180 degrees while layering inks. Two sheets of paper were 
layered on one printing element so that the top sheet would receive ink over its entire 
surface and ink passing around the paper (in the case of the star-shaped paper) or 
through the openings of the lattice paper would print on the sheet behind it. The 
seven editions evolved simultaneously as the artist freely interchanged papers from 
his large inventory of proofs for these combined and repeated printings. 
 
After printing, the artist separated the layers and then reassembled them. Layers 
were adhered or stitched together with colored thread. Several editions were printed 
on further after adhering. 


